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Abstract: Ecoacoustics is a recent ecological discipline focusing on the ecological role of
sounds. This study applies robot audition techniques and ecoacoustic methods in the visualization
and quantification of forest animal vocalization, focusing mainly on interspecific interactions
between birds and cicadas. We adopt HARK, an opensource robot audition software, which
enables us to estimate the direction of arrival of sound sources and their separated sounds using
a microphone array unit. We focus on recordings in an experimental forest in Japan, where birds
and cicadas dominate the soundscape. Cicada songs were further replayed at a regular interval
repeatedly. We create a falsecolour spectrogram based on the directions of arrival of sounds
to grasp the individuallevel dynamics of the soundscape of birds and cicadas in the recording.
We further describe a method to classify their vocalizations using three ecoacoustic indices, then
illustrate their temporal vocalization dynamics, measured as the total song duration in each time
segment. We also conducted a quantitative analysis of their vocal activities to determine if there
exist interactions among birds and cicadas, and the effects of replayed vocalizations of cicadas
on them. The preliminary analysis implied that there might exist temporal overlap avoidance
behaviours between birds and cicadas, and replayed songs of cicadas may reduce the activity of
birds. We believe that this proofofconcept observation and analysis can contribute to the further
development of the finescale measurement of the biodiversity or habitat quality of environments
based on the vocal activities of multiple species, while further detailed analysis is necessary.
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Introduction

Visualization and quantification are key techniques when considering the roles of sounds in
ecoacoustics: a subject to understand their properties and functions in environments, and a tool for
the indirect measurement of the biodiversity or habitat quality of environments (Farina and Gage,
2017). The acoustic localization of terrestrial wildlife using microphone arrays has long been
recognized as a promising approach (Blumstein et al., 2011) and is now receiving considerable
interest in bioacoustics (Rhinehart et al., 2020). Rhinehart et al. recently surveyed the
applications of acoustic localization using autonomous recording units in terrestrial environments
(Rhinehart et al., 2020), and pointed out that ecologists should make better use of acoustic
localization; It can collect largescale animal position data while minimizing the influence on
the environment if recording hardware and automated localization and classification software are
more available, and their algorithms improved for outdoor measurements.

Robot audition is a research field that focuses on developing technologies so that robots can hear
sound through their own ears to understand realworld auditory environments (Nakdai andOkuno,
2020). Nakadai et al. developed an opensourced robotaudition software, HARK (Honda
Research Institute JapanAudition for RobotsWithKyotoUniversity) (Nakadai et al., 2010, 2017);
It provides a rich set of sound source localization, separation and interface to permit automatic
speech recognition with realtime processing and opensourcing. HARK has been applied to the
hearing capabilities of robots, human–robot interactions, searchandrescue activities, and bird
vocalization activity detection (Nakdai and Okuno, 2020).

Suzuki et al. developed a portable bird song detection system based on the sound source
localization and separation of HARK, termed HARKBird (Suzuki et al., 2017; Sumitani et al.,
2019). HARKBird enables users to record, estimate the timing, direction of arrival, and separate
the sound of localized sources from recordings with microphone arrays deployed in a field, and
further annotate the data (explained later). So far, HARKBird has been used to analyse the
spatiotemporal patterns of the vocalizations (soundscape) of wild songbirds in field observations
(Suzuki et al., 2018a), playback experiments (Suzuki et al., 2018b; Sumitani et al., 2021a), and
observations of captive songbirds in a semifree flight environment (Sumitani et al., 2021b).
These techniques can be utilized to quantify the vocal activities of multiple classes of species to
clarify their acoustic interactions, whereas acoustic localization techniques have not been tested
or demonstrated for this purpose, as far as we know.

Visualizing soundscape dynamics can contribute to the analyses of inter and intraspecific
interactions, and the rapid biodiversity assessment of longterm recordings. Towsey et al.
proposed a longduration, falsecolour spectrogram to detect species in large audio datasets
(Towsey et al., 2014, 2018). They showed that the spectrogram coloured according to some
acoustic indices (e.g., acoustic complexity index, ACI: estimates the abundance of species in a
target soundscape, quantifying complex changes in the energy in the spectrogram of a recording
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(Pieretti et al., 2011)) allowing us to intuitively grasp changes in the dynamics of acoustic signals
(e.g., changes in vocalizing species).

This study proposes a further application of robot audition techniques to soundscape visualization
and the analysis of complex situations of vocalizing animals, including major species that
dominate soundscapes in forests: birds and cicadas, using acoustic indices in ecoacoustics. We
focus on recordings in the forest during early summer in Japan, where birds and cicadas sing and
cicada songs were replayed at regular intervals. It has been reported that birds can adjust both the
timing and frequency of their signals to reduce overlapping with the signals of other bird species
(Cody and Brown, 1969; Brumm, 2006; Hart et al., 2021), other animals (Hart et al., 2015), and
abiotic noise (Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003), which supports the acoustic niche hypothesis (Krause,
1993).

First, inspired by Towsey et al. (Towsey et al., 2014, 2018), we create a falsecolour spectrogram
that visualizes the directional (DOAbased) soundscapes in which the colour of the spectrogram
reflects the direction of the arrival of sounds, expecting to intuitively recognize the directional
variations of acoustic events (e.g., different vocalizing individuals or an individual vocalizing at a
different positions) (Suzuki et al., 2021). We then describe amethod to classify their vocalizations
using three ecoacoustic indices (acoustic complexity index, temporal entropy and acoustic cover)
(Towsey et al., 2014, 2018). This allows us to illustrate patterns of their vocalization activities,
measured as the total song duration in each time segment.

Materials and Methods

HARKBird

HARK is an opensourced robot audition software consisting of multiple modules for sound
source localization, separation, and automatic speech recognition of separated sounds that work
on any robot with any microphone configuration (Nakadai et al., 2017; Nakdai and Okuno,
2020). This software platform provides a webbased interface, called HARK designer, to design
a realtime signal processing software by composing a network of modules, each corresponding
to signal processing. See the website of HARK for further details (https://hark.jp/).

HARKBird is a collection of Python scripts that enables us to conduct field recordings using
microphone arrays connected to a laptop PC and analyse the recording using the HARK networks,
which are designed to localize and separate bird songs in fields (Sumitani et al., 2019). The
HARKBird can estimate the existence and the direction of arrival (DOA) of each sound source
using the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method (Schmidt, 1986) based on multiple
spectrograms with shorttime Fourier transformation.

When estimating the direction of arrival (DOA) of each sound source, HARKBird uses the
directional information from the MUSIC method as an approximation of the structure of the
soundscape in the directional domain. The MUSIC method (Schmidt, 1986) is a widely used
highresolution algorithm based on the eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix of
multiple signals from a microphone array. It separates the space spanned by the received signals
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into a noise subspace (spanned by lowrank eigenvectors) and a signal subspace (spanned by
highrank eigenvectors) to quantify how orthogonal a steering vector lies in the whole noise
subspace, creating a MUSIC spectrum: the likelihood distribution of incoming sounds from the
corresponding direction of arrival. There are various extensions of the MUSIC method, and
several are implemented in HARK. We adopt one of the simplest called GSVD (generalized
singular value decomposition).

We further extract separated sounds as wave files for each localized sound using the GHDSS
(geometric highorder decorrelation) method (Nakajima et al., 2010). This also provides an
interactive annotation tool as shown (Figure 1). The top panel shows a spectrogram. The bottom
panel shows the corresponding MUSIC spectrum, and each rectangle represents the DOA and
duration of a localized sound. The right panel shows a spectrogram of the separated sound
indicated by the bold rectangle. A detailed description of HARKBird and the scripts are available
in (Sumitani et al., 2019) and the website (http://www.alife.cs.is.nagoyau.ac.jp/).

Figure 1. Example of a spectrogram, a MUSIC spectrum and two separated sounds (cicada playback sound and bird
sound) in the recording.

Recording and Playback Experiment

Study Area

We conducted playback experiments to observe the vocalizations of cicadas and birds in
response to cicada songs replayed around their territories at our field site in the Inabu field, the
experimental forest of the Field Science Center, Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences,
Nagoya University, in central Japan (Figure 2).
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The experimental procedure was approved by the planning and evaluation committee in the
Graduate School of Informatics, Nagoya University (GSIR21). The forest is mainly composed
of a conifer plantation (Japanese cedar, Japanese cypress, and red pine), with small patches
of broadleaf trees (quercus, acer, carpinus, etc.). In this area, the common bird and cicada
species are known to vocalize during early summer. The Siberian blue robin (Larvivora cyane)
was the species that mainly dominated the soundscape despite other bird species observed in
this area (e.g., Blueandwhite Flycatcher (Cyanoptila cyanomelana), Brownheaded Thrush
(Turdus chrysolaus), Eurasian Jay (Garrulus glandarius), Redbilled leiothrix (Leiothrix lutea),
Easterncrowned Warbler (Phylloscopus coronatus) and Japanese Bush Warbler (Horornis
diphone)). There was a single species of cicadas (Terpnosia nigricosta).

Figure 2. Experimental field, a recording node, and a speaker.

Playback Experiment

The recording system comprised the following components: a server node composed of a single
laptop PC (XPS 13; Dell); a microphone node which had a microphone array (TAMAGO03;
System in frontier Inc.) connected with a Raspberry Pi 4, and a mobile battery (Figure 2). The
server and microphone nodes were connected together by WiFi, enabling remote control of the
node via a webbased interface. Additionally, the server node was connected to a loudspeaker
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via Bluetooth, allowing the server node to replay the recordings in the field via the speaker. We
placed the microphone node and speaker in the field at known locations of songbirds and cicadas.

In terms of the playback sound, we adopted a field recording of ten minutes on 27 June 2020,
in which multiple cicadas (Terpnosia nigricosta) vocalized through the recording (Figure 1).
Noise reduction and normalization were applied to the .WAV file of a tenminute recording using
Audacity 2.1.2. We added an additional ten minutes of blank audio to produce twenty minutes
of playback sound, which was looped on the server node without interruption until the end of the
experiments. The level of each playback sound was approximately 85 dB (SPL) measured from
one metre away, intended to make it sound clear enough to be recognized by individuals around
the speaker.

We conducted experimental recordings on two consecutive days. The first recording started at
9:50 am and ended at 3:50 pm on 24 June 2021. The other recording started at 7:00 am and ended
at 11:00 am on 25 June 2021. The playback experimental period started from 10:50 am on the
first day, and started from 7:00 am on the second day.

Sound Source Localization and Separation

We used HARKBird to export the information on localized sound sources (i.e., the beginning
and end time, DOA, and its separated sound file (.WAV file)). In this paper, we limited the
frequency range for sound source localization to 2.5–3.5 kHz, to localize vocalizations of birds
and cicadas around this range (Figure 1). This is because the vocalizations of birds and cicadas
are shared within this frequency range. We also adjusted some default parameters in HARKBird
to better localize these vocalizations, namely PERIOD and THRESH. We used a relatively small
PERIOD = 10 (the interval between frames to perform sound source localization) (i.e., 0.1 sec.
interval), to help localize the most vocalizations around the microphone array. When PERIOD
= 10, the temporal resolution of the localization process was large enough to accurately estimate
the beginning and end time of the vocalizations of birds and cicadas because their durations were
longer than this process interval. We also used THRESH = 25 (the detection threshold of the
MUSIC spectrum values to recognize a sound source), to help to eliminate noise. We carefully
set this parameter value so that HARK could localize target vocalizations while eliminating other
fainter nontarget sounds or noises.

Visualization of a Directional Soundscape with a FalseColour Spectrogram

We created a falsecolour spectrogram to visualize a directional soundscape in which the colour
reflects the direction of the arrival of sounds, expecting to intuitively recognize directional
variations of acoustic events (Figure 3), according to the procedures as follows:

1. A greyscale spectrogram is generated of the entire original recording, where the (brighter)
greyscale values of each pixel reflect the (higher) energy at the corresponding time and
frequency.
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2. A greyscale spectrogram is generated for each separated sound, and the pixels are extracted
from the logarithm of the corresponding energy (normalized by the maximum value) higher
than α × the average value over the spectrogram. We used α = 0.7 in this paper.

3. A colour is chosen in a circular colour map that corresponds to the DOA of each separated
sound.

4. The chosen colour is assigned in (3) to the pixels of the spectrogram in (1), corresponding
to the extracted pixels in (2).

We used this method to visualize four different situations: (a) active cicada vocalizations with
playback sounds (11:30–11:40, 24 June); (b) active cicada vocalizations without playback sounds
(13:00–13:10, 24 June); (c) and (d) active bird vocalizations (8:00–8:20, 25 June) with and
without playback sounds.

Figure 3. Overview of the directional spectrogram. (left) A circular colour map, (top right) directional spectrogram,
and (bottom right) MUSIC spectrum (the likelihood of sound existence in the space of time and DOA).

Classification of Vocalizations Based on Acoustic Indices

Acoustic indices can reflect distinct attributes of soundscapes. We used the following three
acoustic indices adopted in a visualization of soundscapes (Figure 4) with a falsecolour
spectrogram in (Towsey et al., 2014) to develop a method for bird/cicada song classification:

1. Acoustic complexity index (ACI) (Pieretti et al., 2011): The average absolute fractional
change in the amplitude values over time (complex vocalizations).

2. Temporal entropy (H[t]) (Sueur et al., 2008): The normalized entropy of all the amplitude
values (short repetitions of vocalizations over time).

3. Acoustic cover (CVR) (Towsey et al., 2014): The fraction of the amplitude values where it
exceeds a noise threshold (constant vocalizations over time).
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We classified the localized sound sources into three classes (birds, cicadas, and noise) as follows
(Figure 4):

Figure 4. Automatic classification method based on the acoustic indices.

1. A single separated source is focussed upon.
2. For each index, the values for all the frequency bins are calculated (from 0.0 to 8.0 kHz with

a bin size of 31.25 Hz) and normalized.
3. The RCVR, the sum of the CVR values corresponding to the frequency range from 2.6

to 3.1 kHz, is calculated and further divided by the sum of the entire values. Then, the
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minimum values of ACI and H[t] are calculated corresponding to the frequency range from
4.0 to 6.0 kHz, called MACI and MH[t], respectively. The reason that we chose the MACI
and MH[t] is because the vocalizations of birds and the short vocalizations of cicadas were
detected in the frequency range 4.0–6.0 kHz, and the main frequency change the in short and
sharp cicada vocalizations over the focal frequency range was clearer than bird vocalizations.
This tendency can be reflected in relatively high minimal ACI or H[t] values in the cicada
vocalizations. We set a threshold value for the sum of MACI and MH[t] to classify the short
vocalizations of cicadas and birds, and the value = 1.4 worked well in this study.

4. The focal sound source is classified by the criteria as follows: (0) If RCVR= 0 then noise, (1)
else if RCVR >0.5 then cicadas (long and consistent vocalizations), (2) else if MH[t]+MACI
>1.4 then cicadas (short and sharp vocalizations), (3) otherwise birds.

We classified the localized sound sources into two 10 min recordings using the above
classification method, and manually checked the classification results.

Vocal Activity Analysis

We quantified the temporal changes in the vocal activities of birds and cicadas to observe the
interspecific interactions between birds and cicadas. Their activity in each 50 s or 150 s time
segment was calculated as the total duration of the localized sounds in the segment. We then
divided the values of the vocal activities into four groups: vocal activities of cicadas with or
without playback (of cicada vocalizations), vocal activities of birds with or without playback.
We used the KS (Kolmogorov–Smirnov) test to determine if there were significant differences
among them. We also conducted a correlation analysis of the bird and cicada vocal activities to
obtain implications on the temporal avoidance behaviours between these species.

In this study, we focused on three recording scenarios (S1–S3) to demonstrate the significance of
the proposed approaches, as summarized in Figure 5 and Table 1. With S1, we focussed on effects
of replayed cicada songs on the vocal activities of birds under no (real) cicada vocalizations in the
morning. With S2, we focussed on the mutual effects between the active vocalizations of birds
and cicadas under the replayed playback of cicadas.

For S1 and S2, we manually annotated the vocalization events of cicadas and birds
(directional information and vocal duration) by conducting auditory and visual inspections of
the automatically generated localization and classification results. We added mislocalized songs
of birds and removed other unnecessary sounds, such as short bird calls and noise, to make the
annotation process as fair as possible between the duration with and without cicada playback.
While there were still some faint and unclear vocalizations, we believe we successfully captured
the vocalization of major individuals around the microphone.

S3 focused on a longterm recording that included situations similar to S1 and S2. We discussed
the temporal dynamics of the vocal activities using the automatically localized and classified
results. We excluded sounds localized in the range of 80 and 120 degrees around the DOA of
replayed sounds for a fair comparison of activities between the playback and nonplayback cases
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because replayed sounds came from approximately 100 degrees. However, we rarely observed
vocalizations in these ranges of degrees.

Figure 5. The types of target interactions among cicadas and birds in each recording analysis S1–S3.

Table 1. Case studies.

Period Scenario Target Interactions

(S1) 7:00–9:30, 25 June
Active vocalization of birds but not
cicadas

Effects of replayed cicada
vocalizations on bird individuals
(with manually annotated data)

(S2) 11:50–12:50, 24
June

Active vocalization of birds and
cicadas

Interspecific interactions between
birds and cicadas, and effects of
replayed cicada vocalizations (with
manually annotated data)

(S3) 9:50–15:40, 24 June

Longterm dynamics of
vocalization of cicadas and birds
with replayed cicada vocalizations
(with automatically classified data)

Results

Directional Soundscape

Figure 6 illustrates the directional soundscapes of birds and cicadas, showing that Siberian blue
robins (Larvivora cyane) and cicadas (Terpnosia nigricosta) dominated the soundscape. Each
panel corresponds to a 10 min recording. In (a), the figure shows the clear vocalizations of birds
without playback. We observed that the colours, which reflect the directions of their localized
sound, change alternately. This may imply that two or three individual birds were alternately
vocalizing during the recording. In (b) and (c), which are soundscapes of cicadas without and
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with playback, the coloured regions are concentrated in the intermediate frequency range at
approximately 2.5–3.5 kHz. This reflects the typical frequency range of cicada vocalizations.
We also identified coloured regions of light purple appearing for long time periods in (c). This
reflects that the playback sounds came from the azimuth of approximately 100 degrees. As for
(d), it shows the vocalizations of cicadas and birds without playback. We observed that multiple
cicadas and few birds vocalized during this recording.

Figure 6. Two directional soundscapes of cicadas and birds for ten minutes. (a) birds, no playback; (b) cicadas, no
playback; (c) cicadas, playback; (d) birds and cicadas, no playback.
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Classification of Vocalizations Based on an Acoustic Index

We classified the localized sound sources for two 20min recordings using the proposed automatic
classification method, and manually checked whether the classification results were correct. The
statistical results are shown in Figure 7. The left graph is from the recording of 11:50–12:00 on
24 June, and the right is from the recording of 12:30–12:40 on 24 June. For the group of sounds
classified into each category, we checked whether the classification of each sound was correct or
not. The classification accuracy for the localized sound of the two recordings was higher than
80%. The accuracy of the classification of the localized sound was 83.9% in total from the 20
min recordings. Based on this result, we believe that our classification can be applied to the
classification of cicada and bird sounds from more recordings in this experiment.

Figure 7. Bar charts of the classification results of the sounds of cicadas, birds, and noise from a 20 min recording.

Vocal Activity Analyses

S1: Effects of Replayed Cicada Vocalizations on Individual Birds

Based on our field observations, we expected that replayed cicada vocalizationsmay influence the
vocalizations of individual birds. To observe the vocal activity of birds and quantify the effects
of replayed cicada vocalizations on them, we used the annotated results of bird vocalizations for
two hours and thirty minutes (7:00 am to 9:30 am, 25 June) because there were almost no cicada
vocalizations in the field during this period. The soundscape was mostly composed of songs
of the Siberian blue robin (Larvivora cyane), with songs of the Brownheaded Thrush (Turdus
chrysolaus) and a few calls of the Eurasian Jay (Garrulus glandarius) as well. The vocal activity
of birds in each 150 s time segment was calculated as the total duration of the localized sounds
in the segment.

Figure 8 shows (A) the temporal changes in the vocal activity of the birds (red) with and without
the playback conditions (light blue), and (B) the boxplot of the vocal activity. (C) shows the
directional distribution of bird vocalizations, showing that this bird soundscape was dominated by
approximately three individuals. In (A), the vocal activity of birds dynamically changed through
the recording and birds vocalized more actively in the conditions without playback. (B) The box
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plot and KS test result (<0.001) for the vocal activity of birds also explains that the vocal activity
of birds in the no playback conditions was significantly larger than in the playback conditions.

Figure 8. Vocal activity of birds at two hours and thirty minutes.

S2: InterSpecific Interactions Between Birds and Cicadas, and the Effects of Replayed
Cicada Vocalizations

A chorus of cicadas is a wellknown selforganizing behaviour of the vocal activities of multiple
cicadas (Fonseca, 2014), and their detailed dynamics has been discussed recently (Sheppard
et al., 2020). To elaborate on the shortterm dynamics of bird and cicada vocalizations,
focusing on a cicada chorus, we manually annotated and analyzed the vocal activity of a 1 h
recording (11:50–12:50, 24 June). Siberian blue robins (Larvivora cyane) and cicadas (Terpnosia
nigricosta) dominated the soundscape in this recording. The activity of cicadas and birds in each
50 s time segment was calculated as the total duration of the localized sounds in the segment. We
annotated the vocalizations of the individual cicadas and birds of the localized sound sources by
manual inspection.

Figure 9 shows the results of the vocal activity analysis: (A) The distribution of vocalizations
in the space of time and direction of arrival; (B) the temporal changes in the vocal activity of
birds and cicadas; (C) the box plot of their vocal activity; (D) and (E) the directional distribution
of individual birds and cicadas. In (A), the red and blue bars represent the vocalizations of the
birds and cicadas, respectively. We observed that multiple individual cicadas were vocalizing
during the recording because their vocalizations were localized in various directions and when
the cicadas vocalized actively while the birds were quiet (e.g., 500–1500 s). We also found that a
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single cicada started singing (e.g., 300–500 s) andmultiple individuals followed and sang together
actively (e.g., 500–1000 s). Then, the cicadas were gradually getting quiet in the latter half of
the recording, and birds began to sing again. In (B), we can also observe the temporal overlap
avoidance behaviour between the birds and cicadas in terms of their activities (e.g., 500–1000 s
and 1500–2000 s). The box plot (C) also illustrates that the activities of the vocalizations of the
cicadas and birds were not significantly dependent on the playback conditions, implying that the
observed selforganizing behaviour of cicadas was dynamics in this period. (D) and (E) show that
this bird soundscape was dominated by two individuals singing at approximately −140 degrees
and −45 degrees. The individual cicadas at approximately −40 degrees vocalized more actively
in this 1 h recording.

Figure 9. Vocal activity of birds (red) and cicadas (blue) after manual annotation of approximately 1 h.

Furthermore, to quantitatively analyse the interspecific interactions of the cicadas and birds,
we analysed the correlation between the activities of birds and cicadas (Figure 10). The result
(left) shows the correlation between the vocalization activities between birds and cicadas in this
recording. The x and y axes represent the total duration of the cicada and bird vocalizations in each
50 s time segment, respectively. The coefficient (−0.50) may imply that the birds tended to avoid
vocalizing with the cicadas, at least in this particular example recording. Additionally, the result
(right) also shows the distribution of the duration per vocalization of cicadas in the 1 h recording.
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This distribution reflects the property of the vocalizations of cicadas, whose vocalizations are
composed of repetitions of introductory short sounds and subsequent main song components.
The left higher peak shows that there is a considerable number of short calls of cicadas in the
recording.

Figure 10. Correlation between the vocal activities of birds and cicadas in 1 h (left); the distribution of the duration
per vocalization of cicadas (right).

S3: LongTerm Dynamics of the Vocalization of Cicadas and Birds with Replayed Cicada
Vocalizations

Finally, we focused on the longterm vocal activities of birds and cicadas. We classified
the localized sound sources of approximately 6 h daytime recordings using the proposed
automatic classification method to extract the vocalizations of birds and cicadas to analyse their
vocal activity during daytime. Siberian blue robins (Larvivora cyane) and cicadas (Terpnosia
nigricosta) dominated the soundscape in this recording. Their activity in each 150 s time segment
was calculated as the total duration of the localized sounds in the segment (Figure 11).

Figure 11A illustrates the changes in the vocal activity of the cicadas (blue) and birds (red) through
the 6 h recording. We observed that their activities changed through the day in that they were
active until around 2 pm and the cicadas were quiet after this time. We classified the entire
recording into three periods: P1: active vocalization without playback, P2: active vocalizations
with playback, and P3: bird vocalizations with playback. The situations of P2 and P3 correspond
to S2 and S1, respectively. The result also illustrates the correlation between the vocal activities
and the differences with and without playback in the corresponding periods, respectively (Figure
11B,C). Furthermore, the activity of cicadas can also be reduced by replaying the cicada songs.

In P1, we observed that both birds and cicadas actively sang under no playback conditions, and
the correlation analysis shows that there was a weak negative relationship between their activities.
We also find a similar tendency in P2, which fits with the result in S2. These imply that theymight
be avoiding temporal overlap with each other. We also observe that their activities tended to be
high in the case of no playback but only significant for cicadas. However, the birds tended to be
significantly more active in the no playback conditions in P3, also fitting with the tendency in S1.
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This implies that the birds tended to respond more clearly to replayed vocalizations in more quiet
conditions.

While all results were based on the automatic classifications of a single day recording, they
indicate the applicability of our approach to quantitatively grasp and analyse the dynamics of
multispecies vocal activities.

Figure 11. Vocal activity of birds (red) and cicadas (blue) based on the proposed classification for approximately
6 h.

Discussion

We proposed two novel contributions of robot audition techniques to ecoacoustics: directional
soundscape visualization and the vocal activity quantification of forest animals. As a
proofofconcept, we focused on recordings in an experimental forest in Japan, where birds and
cicadas dominate the soundscape; cicada songs were repeatedly played at a regular interval.

Visualizing the soundscape can contribute to analyses of vocal interactions among species and
individuals, and the rapid biodiversity assessment of longterm recordings. As a seminal example,
the falsecolour spectrogram for longdurations proposed by Towsey et al. (2014) enabled users
to identify species in large audio datasets and intuitively grasp the changes in dynamics of the
acoustic signals by showing the spectrogram coloured according an acoustic index, which reflects
the specific properties of the species vocalizations. Brodie et al. (2022) further explored the
efficacy of using falsecolour spectrograms to identify multiple frog species in longduration
recordings and obtained data on the chorusing activity of the frog community. They found that
frog choruses of different species could be visually identified with high accuracy in falsecolour
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spectrogams based on acoustic indices after a training phase. Additionally, the application of
the latent space visualization of communication signals is also receiving considerable attention
in the field of bioacoustics. Sainburg proposed a Python package, called the animal vocalization
generative network (AVGN) (Sainburg et al., 2019), reporting various examples of the use of the
latent space such as discrete latent projections of animal vocalizations and temporally continuous
latent trajectories. These approaches focused on the acoustic properties in the time–frequency
domain. Our method adds a novel dimension to the visualization approaches by mapping
the direction of the arrival of sound sources to the colours of the corresponding areas in the
spectrograms. This can illustrate a different type of diversity in the spectrograms. We observed
the distributions of colours and their changes in the spectrograms and recognized their spectral
properties, enabling us to grasp the directional distribution of vocalizations and their acoustic
properties at one time even if their patterns were the same (i.e., a unique species).

A population of vocalizing animals can be recognized as a complex system in that they are
mutually interacting with each other via vocal signals, creating their own soundscape dynamics.
However, it is not straightforward to observe the detailed dynamics of animal vocalization
behaviours in the field. Particularly, when analysing the interspecific relationships in the
field, the classification of their sound events is challenging. As an approach to combine robot
audition techniques with ecoacousic analysis, we used three acoustic indices to classify the
separated sounds by HARKBird into bird vocalizations, cicada vocalizations, and noise. While
the procedure was handcoded, the accuracy of the classification of the localized soundwas 83.9%
in total from the 20 min recordings. Brown et al. (2019) proposed a classification approach using
acoustic indices andMFCCs to filter noise from rain and cicada choruses in recordings containing
bird sounds. The method can detect cicada choruses in the training set with 100% accuracy based
on random forest with MFCCs. Noda et al. (2019) introduced a classification system of insect
chants through a data fusion of mel and lineal cepstral coefficients based on an SVM algorithm,
showing a success classification rate of 98.07% of 343 insect species. Such machine learning
techniques can significantly increase the accuracy of the proposed method.

Another benefit of our approach is the finescale or individuallevel estimation of the vocal
activities of species. While there have been various empirical studies on the temporal partitioning
or overlap avoidance of the singing behaviours of songbirds and cicadas with various time scales
(Cody and Brown, 1969; Ficken et al., 1974; Brumm, 2006; ArayaSalas et al., 2017; Suzuki
et al., 2018b; Sueur, 2002), there have still been few studies showing that birds vocalize avoiding
cicadas. Hart et al. showed that birds significantly avoid temporal overlap with cicadas by
reducing and often shutting down vocalizations at the onset of cicada signals that utilize the same
frequency range (Hart et al., 2015). As example scenarios to consider the applicability of our
method, we quantified the vocal activities of birds and cicadas in three recording scenarios in the
forest. We observed the temporal changes in their vocalization activities through the recordings.
While all were implicated from a few recording trials, the results shows there might exist a weak
tendency of temporal overlap avoidance behaviours between birds and cicadas. Theymight avoid
such an overlap because the focal species share a similar frequency, according to acoustic niche
hypothesis (Krause, 1993), but more detailed investigations are necessary.
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We also analysed the effects of replayed cicada songs on their vocalization activities. Birds
avoided overlap with replayed cicada songs when their conditions were quiet, but they did not
around periods of chorus or collective vocalizations of the cicadas. Cicadas may also avoid
overlap with replayed songs of conspecifics in some cases. However, there is a possibility that
the replayed sounds were merely recognized as artificial sounds that have a similar frequency
range to their vocalizations. The cicada chorus was recently evaluated with largescale spatial
recordings collected using many smartphones as a citizen science project (Sheppard et al., 2020)
to observe the spatiotemporal pattern of the oscillating amplitudes of cicada (Magicicada cassini)
chorus in trees. It was shown that high levels of illumination correlate with faster, larger
magnitude, and more spatially synchronous cicada chorus volume fluctuations. The active and
collective vocalizations of cicadas observed in P2 until 2 pm in S3 might be induced by such a
change in the brightness in the forest because the field was surrounded by many tall and planted
coniferous trees making the site darker. Our approach based on microphone arrays enables us to
observe individual behaviours of cicada vocalization patterns, which may further contribute to
understanding the finescale dynamics of their interactions.

Recently, approaches based on ecoacoustic indices are becoming more importance in ecological
surveys and conservations (Farina et al., 2021). Additionally, there is interest in the application
of complex systems to ecoacoustics for conservation studies (Eldridge, 2021). We believe that
our approach based on the finescale or individuallevel quantification of acoustic activities can
contribute to the integration of such multidisciplinary approaches because understanding the
ecological phenomenon as an emergent behaviour arising from local interactions is a key concept
in this research field.

Future work includes the application of machine learning techniques to classification algorithms,
and conduct a longterm (e.g., a month) visualization and analysis of bird and cicada vocalizations
to further consider the implications obtained from this proofofconcept analysis.
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